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COVID-19 PANDEMIC
COVID-19 Pandemic:

■ Due to safety measures related to the Corona Virus (COVID-19),
the scheduled meeting for 6 June 2020 had to be cancelled.

■ Necsa is a National Key Point and conducts critical business
continuity services to support the health and safety of South
Africans.

■ Only critical workers are allowed on the Necsa site until further
notice.

■ The Necsa Visitors Centre will remain closed for the time being.
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CORPORATE PLAN PRESENTATION
■ The Necsa Group 2020/21 Corporate Plan presentation on 19 May
2020 was well received by the Parliamentary Portfolio Committee on

Mineral Resources and Energy (PCMRE), highlighting how the
strategy reflects a clear vision and growth for Necsa.

■ The PCMRE applauded Minister Mantashe for appointing a new
Board. They emphasised that the Board must stay on course to
realize the Necsa turnaround and long-term financial sustainability
whilst ensuring sound labour relations.

■ PCMRE members were also satisfied that Necsa seized
opportunities presented by COVID-19.
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PELCHEM UPDATE
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PELCHEM UPDATE

Pelchem’s Sale of Sanitizers

■

Pelchem has responded to the call by Government to combat the scourge of

Coronavirus diseases “Covid-19” and has commenced with production of
World Health Organisation “WHO” recommended sanitizers.

■

It is encouraging to note the way in which Pelchem has risen to this call to
ensure the country has adequate resources to fight this pandemic.

■

The production capacity is 100 000 litre/month.

■

Open to the Public for Sales.

■

Contact sales.orders@pelchem.co.za or 012 305 4306
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NTP UPDATE

■ NTP has continued to supply the South African nuclear medicine
sector and state hospitals through its subsidiary AEC-Amersham

SOC Ltd and, has also started the production and delivery of Lu-177.

■ NTP appointed a COVID-19 Crisis Management Team in the middle
of March to manage the impact of the pandemic on its workplace.

■ This allowed for updated protocols even before the lockdown,
ensuring continued manufacturing and dispatching of essential
products, whilst also looking after the safety and security of staff and
facilities.
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NTP UPDATE

■ After lockdown and the near closure of South African borders,
NTP encountered significant challenges securing air freight

routes for its product.

■ To resolve this, NTP has been working closely with the
Department of Mineral Resources and Energy, the Department of

Trade and Industry, and its subsidiary NTP Logistics SOC Ltd to
secure key flights, which allowed the company to reach the
milestone 50th lockdown shipment.
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NTP UPDATE

■ Unfortunately NTP also lost a number of orders due to the limited
flight options out of South Africa, while European isotope

manufacturers experienced fewer flight cancellations.

■ Production is not where it should be, however, MD Mrs Tina
Eboka has acknowledged the assistance of all NTP staff,

stakeholders and subsidiaries for their efforts during this time.
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NTP UPDATE

■ Just two months after the start of the national lockdown, NTP
marked the 51st international shipment of critical radioactive

isotope products that were produced and processed under
lockdown.

■ More than 90% of the shipments were essential medical
radioisotopes, with the balance being for the semiconductor
industry.
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Questions?

